
8. Accession to the European Union. 

3 questions raised by accession of CEEC�s to EU:

- what are the economic gains from enlargement of EU?
- What is the impact on EU budget ?
- What is the impact on EU decision-making ? 

Readings: 
- Baldwin, R., J. François and R. Portes, � The Costs 
and Benefits of eastern enlargement: the impac on the EU and
Central Europe�, Economic Policy, April 1997, 127-176;
-Baldwin et al. �Nice Try: Should the Treaty of Nice be Ratified?�,
Monitoring European Interation, No 11, CEPR London.



Big differences in initial conditions: 

- Czech republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia have
   18% of population of EU 15 but only 5% of its GNP.
- CEEC�s export 50-60% of their total export to EU
- EU exports 4% of its export to CEEC�s.

=> Asymmetric gains. Large new market for CEEC�s, small 
expansion of EU market for West. 





Trade mostly balanced but 
- EU exports more machine and equipment, 
  chemicals, rubber and plastic, 







Economic effect of integration. 

Baldwin, Richard and Portes model of 
computable general equilibrium:
-13 sectors, world in 9 regions
- takes into account trade creating and trade-diverting effects
- includes economies of scale and imperfect competition in 7
   sectors;
- capital accumulation





Small gain for EU due to different initial conditions.

Model predicts that with enlargement, export of CEEC�s to EU 
increase by 25% but export of EU to CEEC�s only by 1.5%.

Less conservative model takes into account investment effect due
to lower interest rate premium because of smaller country risk. 





Previous enlargements led to larger investments.









Budgetary costs: Previous estimates : + 56 bn Euro 
(doubling of EU budget)











� Rough estimate: + 10 in CAP +13 in structural funds
 - 4 in contribution to EU budget = 19 billion Euro

These estimates however do not take into account effect of
enlargement on decision-making in EU!















Nice Treaty in 2001 decided on voting weights and rules
under enlargement to EU 27 (plus Malta and Cyprus).

Current rule. QMV (qualified majority voting of 71%).

Nice introduces triple rule:
� 71% of Council votes
� 50% of member states 
� 62% of EU population



Bigger countries more favored than before.






